
 

 

                  SIMILARITIES 

 

When you’ve found SIMILARITIES  
This is just the same as…because  
Similarly, the author/artist explores…because  
This is similar to…because  
This is close to…because  
This resembles…because 
This reflects…because  
Likewise source…because  
As well as source…because  
Correspondingly the source…because  
In the same way source…reflects…because  
Equally it is fair to say source…because 

 
 
 
 

DIFFERENCES 
 

When you’ve found DIFFERENCES  
This is different from source…because  
However source…because  
On the other hand source…because  
Whereas source…because  
While source…has… source…has…  
Conversely source…because  
Then again source…because  
In contrast source…because  
On the contrary source…because  
Yet/but source…because 

   BALANCING THE ARGUMENT 

 

When you are BALANCING  
However source…because  
Although source…because  
Unless source…because  
Except source…because  
Yet despite this source…because 
 In my opinion…because 
 After examining the evidence…  
The source suggests…because sometimes this 
could mean…  
This could mean…because  
On the other hand source… 
NEVER SAY ALWAYS…or THIS MEANS… (Be open 
to being wrong!) 
 

CONNECTIVES 

 
 

Sequencing  
Next, then, first, second, third… finally, meanwhile, 
after 
 
Adding  
and, also, as well as, moreover, too, furthermore, 
besides, in addition 
 
Comparing  
Equally, in the same way, similarly, likewise, as 
with, like, compared with, also,  correspondingly 
 
Qualifying however, although, unless, except, if, 
as long as, apart from, yet, despite 
 
Illustrating for example such as for instance as 
revealed by in the case of as shown by 

CONCLUDING 

 
 

When you’re CONCLUDING  
It is as if…  
This is like…  
It seems that….  
It could be that…  
This could mean… 
 In conclusion…  
This means…  
Overall…   
In my opinion…  
After weighing up…  
The Historian should use…  
My judgement is…  
Above all… Notably… In particular…  
Indeed… Significantly… Most of all… 
 Especially… Nonetheless…  
After examining the evidence… Consequently 

EFFECT 

 

The source suggests…because  
The author implies…because 
 I can infer from source…because  
The source conveys a feeling 
of…because 
 This indicates…because  
The image/source 
connotes…because  
The source denotes…because  
The source emphasises…because  
I can deduce from source…because  
The source gives the impression 
because  
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